This excellent work studies all the possible complications in the surgery of the spine. As a most recent conquest of the orthopaedic surgery and the neurosurgery, the surgery of the spine saw these last years its indications increasing in a considerable way. The ageing of the population, the desire of the patients to remain active and in good fitness and especially extraordinary rise as well of the medical imagery and on the basis of the precise diagnosis of the lesions, as traditional techniques and also non-invasive approaches and of osteosynthesis of the spine explain this passion.
However, the container and the contents are complex and easily vulnerable in all the spinal column. The surgeon thus must there more than in the other surgical specialities, being particularly attentive with the least details, to inform his patient well of the risks, to supervise the continuations and to prevent the complications, for example by prohibiting the early rising in the event of dura mater wound.
The book is divided into three great sections: (1) The complications peroperative, i.e. noted or verifiable during the intervention; (2) post-operative complications; and (3) the complications perioperative, like the bad indications, the insufficiency of information to the patient, the complications of the life of the surgeon which will be expert analysis and the possible legal procedure.
These three sections are treated of 14 chapters, clearly exposed, illustrated each time for concrete examples, true eminently didactic clinical cases.
This book is to be placed on the desk of any specialist in the spine, orthopaedic surgeon, neurosurgeon, anaesthetist and should be read as well by all the beginners as the experts experienced in this difficult surgery.
